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BESPOKE - DOING
FAMOUSLY WELL
We’re honoured to have provided Clare Smyth, Jamie Oliver
and Michael O’Hare with new Charvet bespoke suites.
Finished in stunning gold and black (pictured top left),
Jamie’s suite is packed with features, including three Charvet
bespoke refrigerated drawers, ideal for restaurant service.
Clare’s suite (pictured right) features rounded corners at
one end and a cutout to get around a pillar to maximize space.
Michael’s suite is all black, (pictured top right, courtesy of
installer Monarch Catering) big on induction and – like Jamie’s
– features a ‘Vibro’ satin or mottle-polished finish on top. This
is an ultrahard easy clean surface that always looks great.
You can find more pictures and details on each unique suite on the Charvet website.

CORINTHIA
QUALITY…
One of the Corinthia’s kitchens has just been re-fitted with
a Charvet ONE Series cook-line including two Diamond
point griddles, double fryer, four gas burners, bratt pan,
static oven and a Rise and Fall Salamander with drawer
refrigeration fitted underneath.
You’ll be forgiven for thinking the cook-line was
supplied with a one-piece counter top. It isn’t! The ONE
Series fits together using Charvet’s own design mounting
joint. The different components line up so perfectly and
tightly, you can barely see a join. Installation is also very
fast, because a griddle or six-burner module just slot in
and out.
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WEEPING CHEFS
IN PUBLIC
A village pub (closed for almost three
years), has re-opened following a
stunning refurbishment.
Now, the kitchen at the Weeping
Willow (Barrow, near Bury St Edmunds),
is fully open-view and with a chef’s table
overlooking.
Architect Peter Romaniuk took a
personal interest in the 16th Century
listed building and together with his wife
(renowned florist Paula Pryke OBE), they
have created a family-friendly venue that
is winning great praise for its food and its
style.
Design and installation of the
foodservice facilities was carried out by
Reg Dawson of Dawson Design Projects.
“The Charvet Extend central island
cooking suite was chosen because
it really does suit the open kitchen
environment,” says Reg.
“The client asked for something

that looked right in terms of
character and which would
bring a feeling for cooking
good food to the project.
“When I showed them the
Charvet Extend concept they
were heads over heels in
favour.
“I proposed Charvet
because I have known Sales
Manager Colin Leonard and
MD Wayne Cuomo for many
years.
“When you design and
install kitchens, there will be
times when you have ‘issues’
with the equipment suppliers
– but I have never had that
situation with Charvet.
“Charvet is a pleasure to work with
because they know exactly what they are
doing.”

ANY COLOUR,
ON MODULAR SUITES
Interior designers, operators and
chefs can pick virtually any colour
for their modular Charvet
PRO700, 800 and 900 Series
cooking suites.
Charvet
has
its
own
enameling factory and the
colour for the body panels on
cooking ranges and matching
salamanders is only limited by
your imagination and taste!
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Local celebrity chef Nick ClaxtonWebb is Head Chef. For more details
please visit www.theweepingwillow.co.uk

POWER PRODUCTS
CHARVET ONE 6-BURNER LAUNCHED
Long awaited ‘no frills’ workhorse from Charvet.
The 6-burner with gas oven in the Charvet ONE heavy-duty equipment
range has launched in response to demand for better quality entry-level
equipment from chain operators.
“Many of our customers asked for a classic 6-burner range in the
Charvet ONE format, because they find that other equipment simply does
not stand up to the punishment of working in a modern kitchen,” says
Pierre-Alain Augagneur, Charvet President.
“The chains especially want equipment to be built strong enough to
last seven years, but at a less expensive price, without any ‘frills’ such as
coloured panels, enamelled name plates or branded flues.
“Charvet ONE provides just what chefs need: Pure cooking power
combined with reliability and true heavy-duty build.”
Power is rated at 6 x 6.5kW for the Charvet patented ‘I. SYSTEM crown’
open burners. The 855mm wide oven is rated at 9kW.

INDUCTION Multizone
Operates like a traditional solid-top!
It’s a genius idea… Combine four independent 3.5 k/W induction hobs
under a one-piece glass top but make them operate together or alone.
The hobs effectively re-create the functions of a gas or electric solidtop. High heat settings in the centre and simmer settings on the outer
hobs recreate the role of a conventional solid top. Pan-detectors sense
when the cooking pans are placed on top. The Induction Multizone is
available as a 1 metre-wide Charvet ONE Module.

CAST IRON
DIAMOND POINTED
CHARGRILL…
For the finest lines on steaks and fish, don’t forget
to ask us about the Charvet Cast Iron Diamond Point
Chargrill!

ELECTRIC FOUR-ZONE
COOKING PLATE...
The Charvet Four Zone Plate
is heated by four 3kW elements
offering different heat zones, to give
full and variable control over the
surface of the plate, where a mix of
hot and cooler sections prove the
ideal cooking format for service.
This is Charvet’s electric

equivalent to a gas solid-top.
With 12kW of power, it has
‘grunt’ and can cook at surface
temperatures up to a massive
450° C. This allows the unit to be
used as a plancha for direct cooking
or as a boiling top for pan work.

CHARVET STRIKES AGAIN AT
ORPINGTON COLLEGE

Part of the London South East Colleges
network, Orpington College’s second
phase of teaching facilities, designed and
installed by Hallmark Kitchens, features
heavy-duty Charvet cooking power with
gas hobs, solid tops, induction hobs, grills,
fryers and ovens. (Pictured above is the
view of the Pro700 training suites, from the
lecturer’s customised Pro800 suite).
Orpington College was London’s first
Hospitality, Food and Enterprise Career
College when it launched in 2014. The first
phase of teaching kitchens was equipped

with two Charvet Pro700 training suites.
Consultant Gerry Shurman chose the
initial Charvet line-up: “We know Charvet
equipment is robust and durable and
provides good value for money.
More importantly, it is as safe at it gets
for training students and easy to clean and
maintain.
Another advantage is that there are no
protruding oven flues or central service
spines to obstruct the view, so teaching
staff can see everything going on.”

Orpington College provided the setting for
the Channel 4 TV series, Kitchen Impossible
with Michel Roux Jr. Sam Grace, Executive
Producer at Twofour (who produced the
series) said: “Michel Roux Jr sets very
high standards for his eight trainees, as he
does everything he can to help them find
work in the restaurant industry. On such
a major Channel 4 production, we needed
a location that had equally high standards
when it came to its facilities, kitchens
and training restaurant – and Orpington
College fitted the bill perfectly.”

BOILING PAN UPGRADES
Charvet has upgraded its range of boiling pans by
introducing a new, hugely powerful 28 k/W Pro 900
Series boiling pan.
Featuring motorized tilting, the 150-litre 28 k/W
Pro 900 pan is made with a large radius between side
and bottom for easy cleaning and with a built-in front
pouring spout and removable stainless-steel strainer.
Charvet has also added 100-litre 18 k/W gas and
13.5 k/W electric boiling pan options for the heavy
duty, but compact sized, Charvet Pro 700 range.
Gas and electric versions are available with water
jacket as well as a directly heated gas version.
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